Electrolux
90cm Pyrolytic
Oven with Gas
Cooktop
PLEASE NOTE THIS PRODUCT IS NOT AVAILABLE
IN ALL STORES BUT CAN BE ORDERED 90cm dual
fuel freestanding cooker with gas hob and electric
multifunction pyrolytic oven. Pyrolytic self-cleaning oven
Introducing an oven that cleans itself. Pyrolytic cleaning
removes the need for you to use harsh chemicals to
clean your oven. Simply set the Pyrolytic function, come
back when it is complete and wipe away the residue.
IOI makes cooking easier Experience a simpler, more
enjoyable way to cook. Electrolux's unique Intuitive
Oven Interface (IOI) makes their ovens so easy to use
you wont need a manual. Plus the elegant full colour
screen displays temperature and function feedback so
you can easily program and check your cooking for
impressive results without the extra effort. Huge 125L
gross capacity oven Designed for the entertainer and
large families, this large capacity 125-litre oven will
make catering for every occasion quick and easy. Plus,
energy use is also kept to a minimum, despite its size.
Twin fan system Cook each dish to perfection with the
Twin Fan System. Fans rotate in opposite directions,
distributing heat evenly throughout the oven, so you
enjoy great results every time. Split grill system Take
grilling to a new level of flexibility with the split grill
system. Select to utilise both of the powerful grill
elements, or just the one, depending on your cooking
needs. For further control of your grilling, select to grill
on either low or high temperature levels, or with the
assistance of the fan. Cool touch door For added safety
and confidence in the kitchen, the cool touch door
features an innovative door cooling system with
quadruple glazed door panels. The design minimises

heat being transferred outside the oven, while ensuring
a cooler touch oven door. Innovative wok burner Take
your cooking expertise to the next level with our
innovative wok burner. With professional levels of
power, you will experience super fast heating and
amazing results every time. Versatile dual gas valve
Enjoy unrivalled adjustability in flame power with the
dual gas valve. Go from cooking at the highest
maximum temperature to the lowest controlled simmer
on the one burner with absolute ease. Stability with flat
cast trivets Experience a supremely stable and stylish
cooking surface with flat cast rivets. Enjoy peace of
mind when cooking with a large heavy pot with the
practicality of a flat surface when moving pots and pans
across the cooktop. Flame Failure Safety Device For
added peace of mind, the flame failure safety device
shuts down the gas if the flame becomes accidentally
extinguished while cooking. This gives you confidence
to use your cooktop at the lowest simmer and also
reduces the risk of fire.

Features
All Product Details

Brand Electrolux
Product
Freestanding Oven
Type
Model
EFEP915SB
Whiteware

Oven
Capacity

125L

Cooktop Features

No. Of
Burners/Elements
Surface Material
Safety Features
Lighting

5
Stainless Steel
Flame Failure

Lights
Light Position

2
Top

Oven Features

Pyrolytic Self Cleaning
Features

Quadruple Glazed Cool Touch
Door

Cooking Methods
Racking

13
Telescopic Rails

Dimensions

Height

930mm

Width
Depth

895mm
600mm

Warranty

Manufacturers

24 Months
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